Why Asians Don't Whine?

There are many Asians and others in the US who do not whine about structural racism and all the other communist stuff.

Why? Because they are clearly achievers and they do not have the same mental hole created in their racial mind by jews.

Asians also do engage way less in criminality and the related attitudes. They live in their own communities and do not really care.

With Asians I was able to maintain conversations about race that others would have an instant meltdown. With Hindu people it's exactly the same, no meltdown whatsoever. They are actually happy they are distinct of a people. But Blacks will act on these conversations as they were hit by electric shock.

This is clear as to why, the jew has not invested in corroding the racial mind of Asians or Hindus just yet and because they could not. They also cannot rally them to mass crime through this corrosion of soul and mind.

But they have invested two centuries of doing this programming to black people's minds to the point they have them under leash with this. You can call someone a "racist" and the jew lets the leash so they go for the throat, of even their OWN PEOPLE when they mention these subjects.

Blacks have been put by jews in a psychotic wheel where they are made to feel inferior constantly. This is in retaliation to what happened later in American history and the slaves were freed. The jews lost their slaves and the punishment here was mental plague.

This is also a jewish curse highlighted as the Curses of Ham aimed at black people. The Talmud specifically talks on the subject that black skin is a curse by "god".

As for the argument of life conditions many Asians in the west and such do not have any dreamy life. I know many who just barely get by. They still do not complain the state doesn't give them iPhone X for free every 6 months for their whole family. And they are rarely if ever on state help.
They just grind their way through life. The belief of being entitled to anything I have not seen in any Chinese or Asian people. Nor they whine to be treated as your equals. This also makes them rise superior in many professional fields. Tens and tens of Asians come in Europe every year without any figment of any imaginary racism.

Racism is nothing threatening but only to jews. The jews were able to transplant this to other Gentiles to make them feel they share the same problem.

As the spawn ghoul of George Soros stated, they do this because in a society without minorities that are made to feel persecuted the jew cannot survive. Multiculturalism is where the jew can be as alien as they wish and never be found out.

The jews create socket categories to act as hatred absorbers. One example is Muslims and Arabs in Europe. They act as shock absorbers for what is ultimately a jewish plan. Schooled well by jewish Islam, they make the perfect decoy: a decoy that is actually dangerous.

Gentiles are put constantly as decoys so the alien jew canine without being noticed for their corrosion.

As of the slogans of the jewish military goes, Fight Through Deception.

Where there is clarity there can be no confusion.
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